SCOTTISH SALON SPECIAL AWARDS

SPF Gold Medal – Best Club from Outwith UK –
Shangtuf Image & Art Club, China

SPF Gold Medal – Best UK Club (Outwith Scotland) –
Smethwick Photographic Society

SPF Gold Medal – Best Scottish Club –
Dumfries Camera Club

FIAP Blue Badge – Best Author –
Paul Keene, England

Scottish Salon Nature Photographer – SPF Gold Medal –
Ian Whiston, England
MONOCHROME PRINT AWARDS

PSA Gold Medal - Best Overall - I want to Go to School, Changshu Wang, China
FIAP Gold Medal - Best Landscape - Temporal, Juan Antonia Palacios Garcia, Spain
RPS Gold Medal - Best Portrait/Figure Study - A Fine Pear, Ross McKelvey, Northern Ireland
PAGB Silver Medal - Best Traditional - Boy Cavillar, Damien O’Malley, Northern Ireland
SPF Gold Medal - Best Contemporary - La Nina Aparecida, Jose Mesa Martinez, Spain
SPF Gold Medal - Best Environmental - La Belle Rosselle, Jean Bollen, Belgium
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (Steve Smith) - Turkish Home Guard, Anne Greiner, Scotland
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (John Hooton) - Sand Patterns, Yttersand, Gillian Morgan, England
PSA Blue Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (Roger Parry) - Tour De France, Lynne Morris, Wales
RPS Ribbon - Chairman’s Choice - Fast Food Stop, Skye, Colin Westgate, England
PAGB Ribbon - Salon Awards - The Performer, Marc Apers, Belgium
SPF Gold Medal - Best from a Scottish Resident - Yellowstone Winter, Robert Fulton

Honourable Mentions (Mono Print) -
Travelling Hopefully, Andy Polakowski, Wales
Lose Control, Kwan-Leung Cheung, Hong Kong
I Awake, Bill Power, Ireland
Fronton, Juan Antonia Palacios Garcia, Spain
Sitting Comfortably, Anne Greiner, Scotland
Autumn Trees, Gillian Morgan, England
Tidal Rocks, Helen Hanafin, Ireland
The Passenger, David Fletcher, England
Church at Hellissandur, Peter Kewley, Australia
Lifetime Dedication, Tsun Ip Patrick Chow, Hong Kong
Solitude, Roger Hinton, Scotland
More Please, Ken Lindsay, Scotland
Green Eyed Girl, Fatimah Al Marhoun, Saudi Arabia
Two Polar Bears on Tundra, Michael Windle, England
Veiled, Alistair Wright, Scotland
NATURE DIGITAL AWARDS

PSA Gold Medal - Best Overall Nature – Green Headed Ant with Slater, Jenni Horsnell, Australia
PSA Silver Wildlife – Best Wildlife – Fennek, Albert Peer, Austria
FIAP Gold Medal – Best Ornithological – Cuckoo with Caterpillar, Mike Cruise, Scotland
RPS Silver Medal – Best Mammal – Mountain Hare in Winter, Bill Terrance, Scotland
PAGB Bronze Medal - Best Fungi – Mycena Inclinata Clustered Bonnet, Adrian Moore, England
SPF Gold Medal - Best Invertebrate – Black Veined White on Butterfly Orchid, John Simpson, Scotland
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (Edmund Fellowes) – A Step into a New World, Seema Swami, India
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (Barry Mead) – Blackgrouse Confrontation, Mike Cruise, Scotland
PSA Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (Sandy Cleland) – Two Apollos, Chris Ellison, England
RPS Ribbon - Chairman’s Choice – Bee Coming in to Land, Linda Bell, Wales
PAGB Ribbon – Salon Award – Stoat with Kill, Stephanie Wilkie, Scotland
SPF Gold Medal - Best from a Scottish Resident – Fighting Mountain Hares, Jo McIntyre

Honourable Mentions (Nature PDI) –
Brentis Daphne, Rene Van Echelpoel Belgium
Periophtalmini, Tam Chan Leong, Macao
Lion Cub at Play, Ian Whiston, England
Accouplement de Mantes, Marc Anagnostidis, France
Confrontation, Gordon Rae, Scotland
Chacals A Chabraque No1, Roger Jourdain, France
Alderfly Laying Eggs, Lesley Simpson, Scotland
Arctic Fox, Nigel Spencer, England
Can We Share the Fish, Cai Huzhong, USA
Male Ptarmigan on Ice, Neil Macgregor, Scotland
Mating Chequered Blue, Gianpiero Ferrari, England
Grey Heron Fishing, Lajos Nagy, Romania
European Bison in Snowstorm - Poland, Anna Warrington, England
Laughing at the Photographer, Gordon Rae, Scotland
Dalmatian Pelicans Fishing, Margaret Tabner, England
COLOUR DIGITAL AWARDS

PSA Gold Medal - Best Overall - 'Be My Valentine', Terry Donnelly, England
FIAP Gold Medal - Best Landscape - 'Before the Thunder Storm', Yury Pustovoy, Russia
PAGB Gold Medal - Best Portrait - 'Village Girl 2', Habib Alzadjali, Oman
RPS Bronze Medal - Best Traditional - 'Divine Room', Vincent Liew, Singapore
SPF Gold Medal - Best Contemporary - 'Waiting for a Storm', Paul Weston, England
SPF Gold Medal - Best Creative - 'Foundry Spells', Martina Wolf, Germany
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge's Choice (Roger Parry) - 'Submission', Pinku Dey, India
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge's Choice (Steve Smith) - 'Rodriques Reaching Out', Robert Millen, England
PSA Blue Ribbon - Judge's Choice (John Hooton) - 'Cool Morning', Gavin Forrest, Scotland
RPS Ribbon - Chairman's Choice - 'Henry', Phil Barber, England
PAGB Ribbon - Salon Award - 'The Journey', Martin Fry, England
SPF Gold Medal - Best from a Scottish Resident - 'Waiting for Supper', Wanda Mackie

Honourable Mentions (Colour PDI) -
Light in the Dark, Vincent Liew, Singapore
Indian Kids, Morgan O'Neill, Ireland
Chasing Wishes, Adrian Moore, England
Alice, Peter Siviter, England
Light Phantoms, Yury Pustovoy, Russia
Ice Queen, Joan Blease, England
Chris Kandu, Ed Roper, England
Before the Storm, Yury Pustovoy, Russia
Steam Punk Love, Peter Gennard, England
Les Nines de la Mar, Pili Garcia Pitarch, Spain
Early in the Morning 4, Jussi Helimaki, Finland
Brianna, Susanne Seiffert, Germany
Dark Skies, Linda Bell, Wales
Look At 1, Dao Le Chau, Vietnam
Diaoyang Race, Yi Wan, China
MONOCHROME DIGITAL AWARDS

PSA Gold Medal - Best Overall - The History, Nasser Malek, United Arab Emirates
FIAP Gold Medal - Best Landscape - Frozen Trees, Peter Clark, England
RPS Gold Medal - Best Portrait - Chainmail Necklace, Ross McKelvey, Northern Ireland
PAGB Silver Medal - Best Traditional - Father and Son, Yi Wan, China
SPF Gold Medal - Best Contemporary - Watching Time, Colin Harrison, England
SPF Gold Medal - Best Environmental - Eye to Eye 2, Subrata Bysack, India
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (Denis Whelehan) - Steamy Encounter, David Gibson, England
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (Judith Parry) - Peonies, Jenni Horsnell, Australia
PSA Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (Hunter Kennedy) - Stokksness, Ken Lindsay, Scotland
RPS Ribbon - Chairman’s Choice - Young Ballet Dancer, Chang Seng Tang, Macao
PAGB Ribbon - Salon Award - Revenging, Kam Chiu Tam, Canada
SPF Gold Medal - Best from a Scottish Resident - Landscape with Single Hind, Eric Begbie

Honourable Mentions (Mono PDI) -
Look to the Light, Terry Railley, Scotland
Passant, Willem Halbech, Netherlands
The Black Beach, Richard Dyson, Scotland
Rapture, Pauline Pentony, England
Devotion in B&W, Vincent Liew, Singapore
Eyes on the Ball, Campbell Skinner, Scotland
Back Home after Grazing, Jianyong Zhou, China
Waiting for the Pop, Cheryl Wild, Wales
Faithless, Nasser Malek, United Arab Emirates
After the Storm, Joan Blease, England
Once Upon a Time, Morgan O’Neill, Ireland
Dancing Girl, Bruno Cherubini, Italy
Running with the Wind, Lajos Nagy, Romania
A Boy in Wind and Rain, Minqiang Lu, China
Lonely, Juemian Fan, China
NATURE PRINT AWARDS

PSA Gold Medal - Best Overall – Little Kingfisher, Lin Feng Chen, China
PSA Silver Wildlife Medal - Best Wildlife – Zeybeks 4, Hasan Baglar, Cyprus
FIAP Gold Medal - Best Ornithological – Good Catch 2, Koon Nam Cheung, Hong Kong
RPS Silver Medal – Best Mammal – Hyena with Cub, Ian Whiston, England
PAGB Bronze Medal - Best Botanical – Stone Crop, Tom Dodd, Wales
SPF Gold Medal - Best Invertebrate – Emergent Emperor Dragonfly on Iris, Tim Withall, England
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (Edmund Fellowes) – Red Eyed Tree Frog, Moira Gardner, Scotland
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (Barry Mead) – Lion Agression, Ian Whiston, England
PSA Blue Ribbon – Judge’s Choice (Sandy Cleland) - Grey Langurs in Grass, Alexander Berndt, Scotland
RPS Ribbon - Chairman’s Choice – Bear Chasing, Phillip Kwan, Canada
PAGB Ribbon – Salon Award – Rhaphigaster, Beate Kulpa, Germany
SPF Gold Medal - Best from a Scottish Resident – Female Ephippiger with Spermatophore, Lesley Simpson

Honourable Mentions (Nature Print) –
The Eagle has Landed, Andy Hayes, Scotland
Hen Harrier, Richard Nicoll, England
Togetherness, Beate Kulpa, Germany
Starling Aggression, Mary Gibson, Scotland
Harlequin Shrimp, Jim McMichael, Scotland
Speckled Bear in Pine Tree, Linda Bell, Wales
Male Waterbuck, Richard Wozniak, England
Koala, Victoria - Australia, John Bell, Wales
Violet Tailed Sylph, Moira Gardner, Scotland
Osprey Fishing, Mike Cruise, Scotland
Papavur Rhaeticum, Richard Cormack, Scotland
Great Grey Owl Landing, Bob Divine, England
Dung Beetle, David Fletcher, England
Eagle Lost the Fish, Koon Nam Cheung, Hong Kong
Black Grouse Displaying, Mike Cruise, Scotland
COLOUR PRINT AWARDS

PSA Gold Medal - Best Overall - For my Next Trick, David Scott, Australia
FIAP Gold Medal - Best Landscape - Frosty Rannoch, Chris Bonnington, Scotland
PAGB Gold Medal - Best Portrait - Ethereal, Sharon Prenton-Jones, Wales
RPS Bronze Medal - Best Traditional - Twinkletoes, Anne Greiner, Scotland
SPF Gold Medal - Best Contemporary - A Secret Place, Bill Power, Ireland
SPF Gold Medal - Best Creative - Early Bird, Lynne Morris, Wales
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge's Choice (Hunter Kennedy) - Shhhhhh, Lynne Morris, Wales
FIAP Blue Ribbon - Judge's Choice (Judith Parry) - Lampada, Gavin Forrest, Scotland
PSA Ribbon - Judge’s Choice (Denis Whelehan) - Natalie & Badger, Paul Keene, England
RPS Ribbon - Chairman’s Choice - Friends Chat, Fatimah Al Marhoun, Saudi Arabia
PAGB Ribbon - Salon Award - Come, Hurry, Hoi - Wai Lau, Hong Kong
SPF Gold Medal - Best from a Scottish Resident - Clowning Around, Janet Russell

Honourable Mentions (Colour Print) –
Aurora over Tepee, Phillip Kwan, Canada
Game Over, Banly Cheung, Hong Kong
Bull Catching, Sam Shun Wong, Hong Kong
Walking on Water, Elek Papp, Hungary
Feeding, Banly Cheung, Hong Kong
Gold Carolina, Terry Donnelly, England
Snowy Beach, Robert Fulton, Scotland
Woman in Orange, Krzysztof Strzoda, Poland
Ehli Keyf, Faith Balkan, Turkey
Iranian Woman, Ming-Fai Tang, Hong Kong
Turn of the Tide, David Scott, Australia
Misty Morning Southwold, Gillian Morgan, England
Red Shawl, Ross McKelvey, Northern Ireland
On Jokulsarlon Beach, Ken Lindsay Scotland